A combination of styling, quality and performance make the Velvac 2020 SS Series mirror the new benchmark for Shuttle Bus mirror systems. The fully integrated arm, base and mirror head not only look great, but work together as a system to reduce vibration, and provide large, clear views of blind spots and passing lanes around the vehicle.

**Expanded Field of View**

- Superior vision and blind spot coverage relative to typical OE mirrors
- Safer lane change maneuvers
- Observe late arriving passengers in loading zones
- Reduce side crashes

**OE Style with OE Plus Function**

- Seamlessly integrates into door sail area and fender for a clean, upscale look
- Die cast aluminum mounting base and upper arm are anodized and powder coated for corrosion protection
- Fold-away feature allows the mirror to fold forward and back for easy vehicle storage and protection against impact
THE 2020 SS MIRROR SYSTEM
EXPANDED FIELD OF VIEW

2020 SS FIELD OF VIEW COMPARISON

FOV Coverage Velvac 2020 Series (blue) versus OE Mirrors (amber)

Information shown above represents a typical vision pattern when using the Velvac 2020 or 2020XG mirrors compared to a typical OE option mirror

33% of total transit crashes are sideswipes²

Did you know that side blind spots cause....

✓ 413,000 accidents annually
✓ 160,000 injuries
✓ Litigation Costs from injury settlements that extend to Several Million Dollars
✓ $6,000 on average property damage costs¹
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